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New Titles for Children and Young People
Adler, Irving. Logic for Beginners; Through Games, Jokes, and Puzzles; with
285 brain teasers and with 205 line drawings by Ruth Adler. Day, 1964.
158 p. $3.95.
Intended as an introduction to logic, this text seems only partially
M successful. For one thing, quite a number of the games and puzzles are
7-9 not really exercises in logic: the reader is, for example, asked on one
page to test his memory of details of a drawing on the previous page.
In a set labelled "Brain Teasers" the reader is asked if it is a good plan
to use a fifteen-year-old encyclopedia article for a report on elementary
particles. Answer at the back of the book, "No. Since so many new dis-
coveries are made every year in particle physics, an article that is 15
years old is out of date." The text does include definitions and illustra-
tions of terms and procedures in logic, but they seem appropriate for an
older audience than the audience that is addressed in the beginning of
the book. An index is appended.
Aiken, Conrad. Cats and Bats and Things with Wings; drawings by Milton
Glaser. Atheneum, 1965. 32 p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $4.29 net.
Although this collection of poems is best suited to reading aloud to
R younger children, the verses about assorted beasts have a humor that
K-3 may be enjoyed by older children also. Some of the writing seems a bit
contrived, but all of it is light-hearted. "One two three four five six seven
all good goats will go to heaven what kind of heaven will it be? A hill,
and on the hill a tree where robin redbreast pipes his glee." The real
value of the book is in the illustrations; they are very impressive: some
in color, some in black and white, all effective and showing an amazing
variety of mood and technique.
American Heritage Magazine. Ironclads of the Civil War; by the editors of
American Heritage Magazine; narr. by Frank R. Donovan; in consultation
with Bruce Catton. American Heritage, 1964. 153p. illus. (American Heri-
tage Junior Library Series) Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.79 net.
As with other volumes in this series, the material is handled com-
R petently and the illustrations are profuse, handsome, and informative;
7-12 this volume is distinguished by the fact that it deals with a relatively
narrow topic and deals with it in great detail, yet it is never dull. The
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book begins with separate chapters on the Monitor and the Merrimac,
describes their encounter, and goes on to describe other battles and
other ironclads, with brief mention of the building and use of such craft-
or features adapted from them-in later years. A list of suggestions for
further reading and an index are appended.
American Heritage Magazine. The Many Worlds of Benjamin Franklin; by the
editors of American Heritage Magazine; narr. by Frank R. Donovan;
in consultation with Whitfield J. Bell. American Heritage, 1964. 15 3p.
illus. (American Heritage Junior Library Series) Trade ed. $3.95; Li-
brary ed. $3.79 net.
A very good biography, written with an easy vivacity, nicely organized
R and documented, and profusely illustrated. The illustrations are varied
7- and handsome; a list of suggestions for further reading and an index
are appended. A useful book for the historical detail, and an enjoyable
book for the competent and candid picture of one of our most dis-
tinguished and most colorful statesmen.
Arnold, Oren. Marvels of the U.S. Mail; illus. by the Etheredges and with photo-
graphs. Abelard-Schuman, 1964. 125p. Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $3.19
net.
A book that gives some useful information but is weakened by poorly
M organized material, irrelevant anecdotes, and intermittent passages with
3-5 a patronizing tone. The author lauds the postal system, gives some his-
torical background, and describes some of the special services: delivery
by helicopter, highway post offices, the dead letter office. He discusses
the various classes of mail, stamp collecting, and what happens when a
letter is mailed. An index is appended.
Balian, Lorna. Humbug Witch. Abingdon, 1965. 2 7 p. illus. $2.50.
There was a witch who had a cat and a broom and a tall hat, but no
NR magic; her intended cackle came out a giggle, and her magic potions
K-2 only made the cat sick. One by one, her accoutrements were removed,
last a witch's mask; a little girl then went to bed. A very slight idea is
stretched here; the illustrations, highly repetitive, show a fixed expression
that may clearly indicate to the small listener that the witch is only a
child with a mask and costume; if the listener does not realize this and
expects any plot development, he may well be let down by the way the
story ends.
Ball, Dorothy Whitney. Hurricane; The Story of a Friendship. Bobbs-Merrill,
1965. 147p. $3.50.
The story of a friendship between a Negro boy and a white boy, set
Ad in Florida today; the title is somewhat misleading, since the hurricane
6-9 episode occurs at the end of the story and is not a pivotal incident.
Davey, fourteen, lives alone with his grandfather; his friendship with
Luke is accepted until an adult cousin, Mike, comes to visit. Mike not only
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chides Davey for associating with a Negro, but suggests Luke is guilty
of a knifing incident. Davey discovers that Mike himself is the culprit and
defends Luke; in many ways, each of the boys proves repeatedly a loyalty
that transcends all of the threatening opportunities for abrasion or dis-
ruption of their friendship. The writing style is adequate, characterization
good; the strength of the book is in the objective picture of a rural
southern community in which there is a range of reactions to the friend-
ship between the boys.
Black, Algernon D. The First Book of Ethics; drawings by Rick Schreiter. Watts,.
1965. 66p. Trade ed. $2.65; Library ed. $1.98 net.
Useful in a religious education collection, a book that introduces ques-
SpC tions of customs, morality, justice, good versus bad, common elements in
6-9 great religions, ethical issues of world importance, et cetera. Utterly
commendable and often provocative, the text has some weaknesses that
mitigate its impact. It is not too well organized, since it discusses thirty-
odd topics with no separation into larger areas such as chapters. It raises
questions for which it does not give even a range of possible answers,
and the indexing seems superficial since, for example, an entry for
"Hurting, ways of, 35-36" does not indicate a considerable amount of
material that might well be cited under that heading. Too bad, because
the topic is important and interesting, the approach is sensible and sen-
sitive, and the writing style is quite good.
Boardman, Fon Wyman. History and Historians, Walck, 1965. 131p. $3.75.
An impressive survey of historians and of theories and styles in his-
R toriography. Written with clarity and objectivity, scholarly in approach
8- but simple in style, this is a book packed with facts and excellent as a
reference source. The material is chronologically arranged save for the
separate section on historians in our own country. Too crowded with
information to read easily, but well worth a slow assimilation. A list
of sources of quoted material and an extensive index are included.
Bonham, Frank. Durango Street. Dutton, 1965. 190p. $3.75.
A candid and powerful novel about teen-age gangs and the tortuous
R protocol of intramural gang fights. The protagonist is a paroled adoles-
9- cent, Rufus, whose family has moved to a new neighborhood no more
conducive to rehabilitation than was the old. When Rufus immediately
joins another gang, his parole officer calls in a social worker who has
specialized in breaking up gangs. Alex Robbins is Negro; so are Rufus
and his gang, and they are perhaps more suspicious of Alex than they
would be of a white worker. Slowly, very slowly, Alex makes a very
small dent in the tough and bitter members of the gang. The boys are
neither overdrawn nor sugar-coated; the attitudes of parents, neighbors,
and police are utterly convincing. Although most of the characters are
Negro, this is not a story about Negroes, but a story about the breeding
grounds of delinquency.
[ 27
Booth, Arthur H. The True Story of Sir Winston Churchill; British Statesman.
Children's Press, 1964. 138p. illus. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $2.63 net.
A biography that was first published in Great Britain in 1958, written
Ad in a rather stiff style; the text covers most of the same small incidents
5-8 (a blank page handed in for a Latin test) as do the other Churchill
biographies reviewed in this issue (by Farrell and by Smith). It has
some material omitted, such as the fact that Churchill saw very little
of his parents during his childhood; it also has an occasional tone of party
bias. Illustrations are of poor calibre; an index is appended.
Bothwell, Jean. Lady of Roanoke. Holt, 1965. 254p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library
ed. $3.59 net.
A sequel to Lost Colony, in which the protagonist was Humphrey Hall.
R Humphrey, now seventeen, is one of the Roanoke colonists who, at the
6-9 behest of their Indian friends, travel to the mainland to live with the
Coree Indians in peace and safety. The story stresses the experiences
at the beginnings of settlement, then skims through the years to the time
when Humphrey (by then thirty-one) is married to seventeen-year-old
Virginia Dare. This fictionalized explanation of the lost colony's destiny
is very skilfully given; the historical background lends credence and the
smooth writing style is abetted by good characterization and dialogue.
A bibliography is appended.
Brecht, Edith. Timothy's Hawk; illus. by Charlotte Erickson. Viking, 1965. 78p.
Trade ed. $3; Library ed. $2.96 net.
The story of a boy's adjustment to living in the country, low-keyed and
R told with a restrained warmth. Timothy was depressed at the isolation,
4-6 the quiet, the rundown house and yard. His blustering father couldn't
sympathize with the shy child's problem, and his timid mother couldn't
take the initiative. To Timothy's growing pleasure, it was the neighbors
who made overtures: they sent food, they brought plants, they offered help
and extended invitations. It was only when Timothy shot a hawk that
menaced his pet rabbit that the boy realized that he had gained confi-
dence because he had really learned something of country ways; he
could cope. A good picture of country life, with convincing characteriza-
tions.
Brooks, Walter Rollin. Henry's Dog Henry; pictures by Aldren A. Watson. Knopf,
1965. 25p. $2.95.
A brief tall tale, slight in conception but fairly amusing. Henry liked
M his own name so much he called his dog Henry, too; often when Mother
3-5 gave instructions for chores, Henry (the dog) would do them. Henry
(the boy) became lazier; once he became annoyed when his dog went
to the movies and bought popcorn in his (the boy's) place. Finally
Henry's dog took the matter in hand and solved the communications
problem. First published in 1954 in a magazine under the title "Henry
and His Dog Henry," the story has new illustrations that are rather
pedestrian.
[28]
Brown, Myra (Berry). Amy and the New Baby. Watts, 1965. 54p. illus. Trade
ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.21 net.
A simply told story about a familiar situation, with realistic reactions
Ad from Amy to the advent of a baby brother, and with wise and temperate
3-6 reactions from Amy's parents. Amy's resentment of attention paid the
yrs. baby is moderate-but it is there; she also feels some affection and re-
sponsibility, and her parents encourage her participation. When Daddy
and Amy have a happy day by themselves, Amy is reassured; the ending
seems inconclusive.
Buckley, Helen E. The Little Boy and the Birthdays; illus. by Paul Galdone.
Lothrop, 1965. 32p. Trade ed. $3; Library ed. $2.89 net.
Very attractively illustrated, a read-aloud book in which the appealing
R theme of birthdays is used as a vehicle for a gentle lesson about un-
K-2 selfishness. Worried lest his birthday be forgotten, a child suggests to
his mother that relatives be reminded. His mother circles the day on
a large calendar and comments that he is big enough to remember the
birthdays of others. So they circle those dates, too; each birthday gift the
boy makes is received with surprise and delight. When his own birthday
comes, the child has a new appreciation of the importance of giving
rather than of the gift alone. Nicely done, indeed.
Carlson, Natalie (Savage). The Empty Schoolhouse; pictures by John Kaufmann.
Harper, 1965. 119p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.27 net.
A good one. Emma. who tells the story, is the oldest of three children in
R a Negro family living in a Louisiana parish. Emma has dropped out of
3-6 school but is very proud of her small sister, Lullah, who is very bright;
Lullah and her best friend, Oralee, who is white, are thrilled at the
thought of going to the newly-integrated St. Joseph's together. There
is trouble, partly fomented from outside the town, and St. Joseph's be-
comes a school with no children. There is a new barrier between Oralee
and Lullah, ended when Lullah is hurt in a racial incident; the violence
brings a realization to some of the residents of the shame of their situa-
tion, and most of the St. Joseph's parents-of both races-decide to send
their youngsters back to school. The ending is not too full of sweetness
and light; the story is honest, thoughtful, and topical; the dialogue is par-
ticularly good. The fact that Emma is telling the story gives a simplicity
and consistency to the book that is most disarming.
Clarke, Mary Stetson. Petticoat Rebel; illus. by Robert MacLean. Viking, 1964.
25 5 p. $3.75.
A good Revolutionary War story set in Gloucester and having two
R plot-lines nicely tied together. Candace, sixteen, staunchly believes that
6-9 girls should be educated; she has managed to acquire a considerable
amount of knowledge herself, and is delighted when the schoolmaster
goes off to war and she is permitted to teach school. She is also much
involved with the affairs of the four West Indians whose newly-achieved
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freedom is legally suspect. One of Candace's triumphs is that Drusilla,
one of the Negroes, is permitted to attend the school. The writing style
is a little stiff, but the story is well-constructed, historically and dra-
matically interesting, and objective about the British.
Colby, Carroll Burleigh. Communications; How Man Talks to Man Across Land,
Sea, and Space. Coward-McCann, 1964. 48p. illus. Library ed. $2.52 net.
Although most of the space of this oversize book is given to illustra-
R tion rather than to text, it should prove quite useful. Most of the illus-
5-9 trations are photographs, and a good many of them are uninformative,
but the format (a half-page of text filled out by a photograph and facing
another full-page) gives a very good idea of the variety and the progress
in communications devices. Mr. Colby describes public communications
media, advances in personal and business services and devices, military
communications, and the transoceanic and extraterrestrial satellites.
Colby, Carroll Burleigh, ed. Pets. Duell, 1964. 160p. illus. $3.95.
Very capably edited, a handbook on pet care that was first published
R in 1960 in Great Britain by Swift magazine. The information given is
6-9 well-organized, comprehensive, sensible, and simply presented. The
separate chapters discuss care of dogs, cats, rabbits, mice, hamsters,
guinea pigs, turtles, parakeets, canaries, pigeons, finches, parrots, tropical
fish, and cold-water fish.
Cromie, Robert A. Golf for Boys and Girls. Follett, 1965. 96p. illus. Trade ed. $1;
Library ed. $1.50 net.
Although this book gives a great deal of information about the pur-
Ad chase and care of equipment, and gives good advice about technique, it
6-9 seems too much advice for a real beginner and too simplified for the
youngster who has already played golf. As with many books of sports
instruction, the advice on details of play cannot substitute adequately
for examples in action. Golf courtesy is very sensibly discussed in the
last chapter.
Cunningham, Julia. Dorp Dead; illus. by James Spanfeller. Pantheon Books,
1965. 88p. $3.50.
Unfortunately this most unusual book, some portions of which are
SpR beautifully written, seems limited to a very small audience; it is almost
7- a long short-story for adults. It seems improbable that many children
will appreciate the psychological and literary subtleties. Gilly, a boy of
eleven, describes the unhappy year he spent at an orphanage before
being sent to a foster home; the man to whose home he is sent is a cruel
and silent person who gives the boy physical comfort and no emotional
sustenance. Gilly has masked the fact that he is extremely intelligent;
bruised by having lost the one person who gave him love and security,
Gilly has withdrawn so that he cannot be hurt again. The boy discovers
that his master has buit a cage for him, and that he obviously considers
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Gilly as expendable as is the dog he is destroying. With the dog, Gilly
escapes to join the Hunter-the Hunter being a strange character who
appears only twice in the story and who symbolizes love and security.
The first chapters of the book are powerful and convincing, but the
mood is not sustained.
Du Bois, William Pene. The Alligator Case; story and pictures by William Pene
Du Bois. Harper, 1965. 64p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.75 net.
A delightful romp, delightfully illustrated. Told by a crafty and per-
R sistent Boy Detective, this is the tallish tale of three dastardly thieves
4-6 who use a small-town circus as cover for their crime. Using an amazing
series of disguises, the boy detective tenaciously follows clues, suspect-
ing that the criminals have used alligator costumes to merge with those
of the performers. (The cashier, of course, is a real alligator.) The author
has immense fun with plot and word-plays; it is a tribute to his skill
that both retain spontaneity and humor.
Falk, John R. The Young Sportsman's Guide to Dogs; drawings by Francis W.
Davis. Nelson, 1964. 96p. $2.75.
Although the author cites many more varieties, he gives special and
M extensive attention here to twenty-nine breeds of hunting dogs, each
8- pictured. The book concludes with a brief section of general advice on
care; a glossary, a bibliography, and an index are appended. Certainly the
book will be very useful to the sportsman, and it gives some information
that may be of interest to the general reader, but it is very much weakened
by the style, which is a compound of coy humor, factual details, senti-
mentality, and trite phraseology.
Faralla, Dana. Swanhilda-of-the-Swans; illus. by Harold Berson. Lippincott,
1964. 95p. $3.50.
A charming story of two Danish children who are staying on a farm
R with their grandparents; both little Hilda, five, and her brother Johan,
4-6 nine, love to ride in the swan-shaped sleigh their grandfather had carved
years ago. When winter comes, a real swan is frozen into the ice and is
rescued and brought back to the farm kitchen; her mate stays nearby
although the rest of the flock have gone. When the ice thaws, the re-
united birds fly away; Hilda and Johan are sad until they remember
that there is still Swanhilda, their own carved swan. A good nature
story, tender without being sentimental; dialogue is good, lightly hu-
morous at times, and with a slightly old-fashioned turn of phrase that
fits the setting.
Farrell, Alan. Sir Winston Churchill. Putnam, 1965. 158p. illus. $3.50.
First published in Great Britain in 1962, a biography that has not been
Ad revised for the first American edition. The author, after a very brief descrip-
6-9 tion of Churchill's childhood, gives a competent and detailed account of his
career up to 1960. There is less emphasis in this biography on the years
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of the second World War than in most Churchill biographies; the atti-
tude is fairly objective. The book has an occasional value judgment that
reflects bias and an occasional adjective-laden passage, but these are less
about Churchill than about other British public figures. An index is
appended.
Frisbee, Lucy Post. John F. Kennedy; Young Statesman; illus. by Al Fiorentino.
Bobbs-Merrill, 1964. 200p. (Childhood of Famous Americans) $2.25.
A biography that concentrates on President Kennedy's youth, but that
M gives adequate coverage to his adult years and his role in national life.
4-6 The first part of the book dwells at some length and with considerable
fictionalization on family scenes, particularly on conversations between
Jack Kennedy and his maternal grandfather. The author repeatedly
brings in period details: the first talkies, the radio programs of Kalten-
born, the Lindbergh flight, the new Harold Lloyd movie. The final
chapter is fictional, a stilted classroom scene in which a class in American
Government discusses the office of the President. A list of dates, a list of
questions on the text and one of "Interesting Things You Can Do" are
appended, as are some suggestions for further reading and a brief list
of definitions of some of the difficult words in the book. Profiles in Cour-
age is cited within the text as Profiles of Courage, although it is given
correctly in the list of suggested readings.
Geis, Darlene, ed. Let's Travel in England. Children's Press, 1964. 79p. illus.
Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $2.63 net.
An oversize book first issued in 1961 by the Columbia Record Club as
Ad part of A Colorside Tour of England. After a few pages of general in-
6-9 troductory material, the text consists of full page pictures in color with
related text on the facing page. The illustrations show either famous
places like Stonehenge or Salisbury Cathedral, or they show scenes
typical of some aspect of English life. The writing is rather popularized
in style, but palatably casual and mildly informative. A list of important
dates, a ridiculously brief list of "Some Famous Names in English His-
tory", a list of comparative English and American words, and an index
are appended.
Harlan, Jack R. Plant Scientists and What They Do. Watts, 1964. 181p. $3.95.
A good book about pure and applied plant science, written with au-
Ad thority and with an occasional flash of humor but weakened by a tendency
8- to repetition and by some passages in which the terms or the references
demand botanical knowledge on the part of the reader. The book has
a glossary, but the terms included in it are those that have already been
explained. The author describes the varieties of work within the field and
gives some sensible general advice on preparation and affinity. The
most interesting portions of the text are those in which the author
describes experiments or field-trips. An index is appended.
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Hawkinson, John. Collect, Print, and Paint from Nature. Whitman, 1965. 3 8p.
illus. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.21 net. More to Collect and Paint
from Nature. Whitman, 1965. 40p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.21 net.
Two books of instructions on the use of watercolor in painting flora
R and fauna, with a few techniques for making prints with media other
4-6 than the brush. The author does not claim to be teaching everything
about painting, but limits himself to instructions on using one me-
dium for one field of subjects. The instructions are very lucid and
simple, the illustrations very neatly integrated with the text. The colors
are wonderfully clear, a very important asset in a book in which brush
strokes and paint saturation are discussed. Particularly useful are the
illustrations that show the reader examples of correct and of incorrect
brush strokes.
Herrmann, Frank. The Giant Alexander; pictures by George Him. McGraw-Hill,
1965. 32p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.26 net.
An oversize book with attractive illustrations, brown and white draw-
Ad ings on double-page spreads alternating with pictures in full color. The
K-2 plot is simple and anecdotal: the giant performs several good, helpful
deeds, he is rewarded, and in the end he realizes that children no longer
fear him. The story ends with the giant serving a bang-up outdoor break-
fast of sausages, fried onions, and fried potatoes to dozens of delighted
small fry. The grave simplicity of the writing style is pleasant; the story
moves slowly.
Hirsch, S. Carl. This Is Automation; illus. by Anthony Ravielli. Viking, 1964.
128p. Trade ed. $3.75; Library ed. $3.56 net.
A book that gives unusually good background information for the
R topic of today's automation: the increasing trends to division of labor,
6-9 to the use of standard and interchangeable parts, and to the arrange-
ment for the flow of production in manufacture. In describing the ele-
ments of control and use in computers, the author is particularly lucid;
he reminds the reader frequently of man's role in control and operation
of automatic devices. The illustrations are, with few exceptions, decorative
rather than informative; they are, however, so decorative as to enhance
the text. A list of suggestion for further reading and an index are
appended.
Hogner, Dorothy (Childs). Moths; illus. by Nils Hogner. T.Y. Crowell, 1964.
64p. Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.90 net.
A simply written introduction to the subject, accurately written and
Ad neatly organized; the illustrations are good for the most part, although
3-5 a few are not clear and-since the pictures are in black and white-
their use as a guide to identification is limited. The final pages give in-
srtuctions for rearing a cocoon; a brief index is appended.
[33
Jelinek, Henry. On Thin Ice; by Henry Jelinek, Jr. and Ann Pinchot. Prentice-
Hall, 1965. 169p. illus. $3.95.
Autobiographical reminiscences by the youngest of the five Jelinek
M children, now a college student, and by a professional writer and "TV
7-9 personality." The Jelinek family lived through Nazi occupation of Prague,
fleeing during the Communist regime; they went from Switzerland to
Canada. Two of the children, Otto and Maria, won for Canada the
world's title in pairs figure skating. Both the story of the escape and the
story of the long years of competitive skating are intrinsically interesting,
but they are vitiated by extended treatment and poor writing style,
often florid and quite often adulatory in tone.
Kendall, Lace. Rain Boat; pictures by John Kaufmann. Coward-McCann, 1965.
159p. $3.75.
A story of a flood, set on the Florida coast in colonial times. Three
M children are marooned by the flood waters; Edward, son of a Quaker
5-6 family, is twelve and has compassion but no respect for nine-year-old
Amity and her little brother Jonas. The children are picked up by Cap-
tain Shem in his ark; Shem (a man of mixed racial background) is col-
lecting two of each species of animal, firmly believing that he and the
children are the only survivors of the flood. The rain boat, after many
adventures, puts in to shore and the crew is met by Edward's father;
Shem decides that he will go on sailing, but will release his animals.
The animals, uncaged, start off but turn around to go back to Shem
and the rain boat. Well-written but a bit drawn out, unusual in setting
and almost convincing in the characteristization of Shem, who is a par-
tially-educated freed slave, kind and competent, but narrow-minded and
credulous.
Lampman, Evelyn (Sibley). Wheels West; The Story of Tabitha Brown; illus.
by Gil Walker. Doubleday, 1965. 226p. $3.50.
A biography of an indomitable woman who traveled to Oregon by
R wagon train at the age of sixty-six. In a very skilfully fictionalized
5-7 presentation, the story is told from the viewpoint of Grandma Brown's
family. Two of her children feel responsible for their frail-looking
grandmother, but she needs little protection. In fact, Grandma, after
taking a few jobs, becomes one of Oregon's educational pioneers. Tabitha
Brown is a delightful and an admirable character; Mrs. Lampman has
wisely written her story with a restraint that makes the colorful reality
more impressive. A bibliography of source materials is appended.
Lewis, Claudia. The Strange Room; pictures by Franz Altschuler. Whitman,
1965. 32p. $2.95.
A picture book in which one concept is stretched and made dull by
NR repetition. The illustrations, quite pleasant, show a room that is upside
K-2 down, although some of the details are not consistently drawn; the pic-
tures on a wall, for example, seen upside down, are in one drawing hung
[34]
between the ceiling and the level of a windowtop. The single concept
is one that will be familiar to many children: it would be odd to be in
a room that is upside down; the text, however, goes on too long before
making the point.
Life Magazine. Switzerland; by Herbert Kubly and the editors of Life. Time,
1964. 160p. illus. $2.95.
Another splendid volume in the series, with alternating sections of text
R and illustration, both excellent. The book covers geography and history,
8- political and economic analysis of Switzerland today, industry and agri-
culture, and the people: their diversity, their recreation, their education,
their cultural interests. Some of the illustrations are, of course, breath-
takingly lovely; some of the text is most unusual, also, in the topics dis-
cussed: the hotel schools, the tourist trade, the international organiza-
tions, and the country's remarkable recent history of peace and stability.
The endpapers give relief and political maps; a list of important dates,
a bibliography divided by chapters, a list of famous Swiss cultural figures,
and an index are appended.
Lifton, Betty Jean. The Cock and the Ghost Cat; illus. by Fuku Akino. Atheneum,
1965. 34p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.41 net.
A Japanese story in the folk genre, illustrated in black and white and
R in full color paintings, the latter being especially beautiful. The red cock
3-4 was the pet and sole companion of old farmer Gembei and was the vil-
lage alarm clock. When a giant ghost cat assumed the shape of a scrawny
kitten, kind Gembei took her in; at midnight she took her real shape
and prepared to attack the old man. The red cock's crow of alarm saved
his master and woke the villagers. Since nobody saw the ghost cat in
her true form, they knew only that the cock was disturbing their sleep;
eventually Gembei had to give up his pet, but all the village mourned
when they realized that the cock died saving his master's life. A story
that might be too sentimental were it not so simply told.
Little, Jane. Spooks; illus. by Suzanne Kesteloo Larsen. Atheneum, 1965. 112p.
$3.25.
Spook is a small black dog, the familiar of the witch Grimalda; her
M colleagues disapprove of Spook, but Grimalda is allergic to cats. Spook
4-5 and Grimalda are not content together; on Hallowe'en Spook falls off the
the broomstick and into a group of children, an instant rapport ensuing
between the dog and the smallest child. Grimalda gives chase, catches
Spook, and little Jamie stows away on the broomstick; in the cave of
the Head Witch, Jamie bests Grimalda in a contest of wits. Boy gets dog.
A story with a slim plot, extended and embellished, and in parts a bit
coy; the illustrations are unattractive.
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Lomask, Milton. A Bird in the Hand; illus. by Ray Neville. Bruce, 1964. 119p. $3.
Ten-year-old Eggy had been brought up by his father's sister after
SpC his mother died; Eggy and his father loved Aunt Min. They had only
4-6 two problems: she kept urging them to be more devout and she was
taking this silly course in "Art Appreciation." Eggy found an art object
he did think was beautiful-a statute of St. Francis; he took it and left
money for it. But the loss of the statue was discovered, and when he
and his father (and the priest's assistant and a little girl and a wealthy
donor and Aunt Min) came to the rectory, the priest gently convinced his
two backsliders to return to the fold. The urban setting and the descrip-
tions of Eggy's gang are appealing, but there is enough emphasis on the
Roman Catholic faith to indicate that the book will probably be most
suitable in a religious education collection.
Lowitz, Sadyebeth. General George the Great; by Sadyebeth and Anson Lowitz.
Stein and Day, 1964. 54p. illus. $3.50.
First published in 1932, a biography of Washington that has an old-
Ad fashioned air that suits the subject; a few of the pages have awkward
3-5 details, but the cartoon-style pictures are quite lively, occasionally hu-
morous and frequently stylized. The text moves with blithe and bland
simplicity, treating major battles and small social events with the casual
delivery of a thrown-away stage aside. The facts, however, are there and
are accurate.
Manley, Seon. Rudyard Kipling; Creative Adventurer. Vanguard, 1965. 25 6p.
illus. $4.95.
A long and detailed biography of a colorful writer who had a long, full
R life; improbably dramatic, Kipling's life story gives the reader a good
8- bit of literary anecdotage and more than a smattering of historical back-
ground. Mrs. Manley writes with a good balance of attention to Kipling's
personal life and to his writings; the style, on the whole adequate, is
marred occasionally by awkward sentences. For example, speaking of
Robert Louis Stevenson and Henry James, "James wrote long, complex
sentences, but his friend Louis was different." or, ". . . Kipling learned
to swim despite his poor eyesight." Appended are a list of important
dates in Kipling's life, a list of books about Kipling and his times, and a
selected list of his own works.
Mantle, Winifred. The Chateau Holiday; illus. by Kurt Werth. Holt, 1965. 207p.
Trade ed. $3.75; Library ed. $3.45 net.
A sequel to The Hiding Place and to Tinker's Castle; here only three
R of the Lester and Westcott children are involved. Norman and Clare
5-7 Lester's mother has invited Julia Westcott to come along on a holiday
in France because she is enough older than Clare to help care for her.
Timid Clare becomes friendly with a French girl; all three English
youngsters become embroiled in an adventurous escapade because there
is a feud within Danielle's family. The lively plot skirts improbability,
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and just manages to avoid it: Danielle is not really kidnapped by her
grandmother, just borrowed; the children are not really threatened by
a surly misanthrope, only bullied. The dialogue is very good; relation-
ships among the children are perceptively drawn, especially the dawning
awareness in Julia that she is a female for whose attention boys vie.
Even old pal Norman.
Martin, Patricia Miles. John Fitzgerald Kennedy; illus. by Paul Frame. Putnam,
1964. 63p. (See and Read Storybooks) Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed.
$2.29 net.
A brief biography of John Kennedy, necessarily slight but heavily out
M of balance; almost half the text is devoted to one incident, the PT-109
2-4 rescue. Half the page space is given to illustrations that are realistic but
pedestrian. A list of thirty "Key words" is appended; the choice seems
to have been random, since it includes the words assassin, enemy, in-
auguration, Senate, Senator, stirrups, and war.
Massie, Diane Redfield. Tiny Pin; story and pictures by Diane Redfield Massie.
Harper, 1964. 31p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.92 net.
A pleasant variation in verse on a familiar theme, rather slight in con-
Ad tent but light and graceful in style. The theme is the problem of the shy
K-2 child who clings to mother. Here mother porcupine is followed by Tiny
Pin when she goes on an errand; he runs into some friendly animals,
however, and discovers the joys of group play. Tiny Pin announces
he's not a baby anymore. The illustrations are simple and have a bouncy
humor.
Millender, Dharathula H. Crispus Attucks; Boy of Valor; illus. by Gray Morrow.
Bobbs-Merrill, 1965. 2 00p. (Childhood of Famous Americans) $2.25.
A fictionalized biography of the Negro patriot who was one of the
M first men to die for the Revolutionary cause. The text concentrates on
3-5 the biographee's childhood, but traces his adult years briefly. Although
Attucks is an unusual and interesting subject, the book gets off to such
a slow start that it may limit sustained reader interest. The dialogue is
particularly stiff, especially the precocious-sounding remarks of the pro-
tagonist as a child.
Moore, Lillian, Papa Albert; illus. by Gioia Fiammenghi. Atheneum, 1964. 4 3p.
Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.79 net.
A picture book with charming illustrations; not a bilingual text, but
R a story in which French words are ingeniously introduced via a shopping
K-3 list and assorted street signs. Papa, a Parisian taxi driver, prepares to take
his four children to the Chantilly Woods for a picnic. He takes the small
twins with him on his rounds, presumably to shop for food; business is
so good there is not time, so the shopping has to be done early and
quickly on the day of the picnic. Not a strong story, but lightly humorous
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and enjoyably Parisian; those French words used (two dozen) are re-
peated in a glossary with illustration, definition, and phonetic pronuncia-
tion. The glossary need not be restricted to readers studying French,
but it does require independent readers; it is possible that the picture-
book format therefore may, in one way, limit the use of the book.
Oksner, Robert M. The Incompetent Wizard; pictures by Janet McCaffery.
Morrow, 1965. 30p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.88 net.
A real-aloud picture book with illustrations that have movement and hu-
M mor but are very busy with detail. Bumble, the wizard, is an agreeable char-
K-3 acter who casts spells on requests; his spells never work as planned,
but the results are always enjoyed. When Abigail asks for a spell to fix
her doll, for example, Bumble's incantation makes the doll disappear;
Abigail gets a basset-hound. Then she gets a small, friendly dragon who
becomes a family pet. Picked up by a near-sighted dog-catcher, the
dragon has to be retrieved by Bumble; unfortunately it reappears with
a large near-sighted dog that used to be a dog-catcher. The story is not
highly imaginative but is pleasant and mildly amusing; the ending seems
rather weak.
Renault, Mary. The Lion in the Gateway; The Heroic Battles of the Greeks and
Persians at Marathon, Salamis, and Thermopylae; pictures by C. Walter
Hodges. Harper, 1964. 186p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.92 net.
An excellent history of the war, written in a grave and occasionally
R lyric style. The author gives good background material, and she achieves
6-10 good balance between major campaigns and small, colorful incidents,
between the facts of history and the philosophies that affected and effected
events and between massive events and individual people. Her thesis, beau-
tifully stated and capped by a Periclean quotation, is that through duress
Greece gained strength, and in their strength and their victory they set the
courses of history and of the legacy we still enjoy. A list of dates, a glos-
sary, and an index are appended.
Rollins, Charlemae Hill. Famous American Negro Poets. Dodd, 1965, 95 p. illus.
$3.25.
A good collective biography of a dozen Negro poets, with the material
R chronologically arranged and with a section of portraits (some drawings,
5-9 some photographs) inserted. The selection of the poets and their work
was made for young readers, but Mrs. Rollins points out in her introduc-
tion some of the other poets whose work should be known. Each of the
biographical sketches is a few pages long, gives some facts about the
subject's personal life and more about his writing, and quotes a poem or
poems. A bibliography of books by the poets or anthologies in which their
works appear is included, as is an index.
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Shapp, Martha. Let's Find Out About John Fitzgerald Kennedy; by Martha and
and Charles Shapp; pictures by Leonard Everett Fisher. Watts, 1965. 60p.
$2.50.
A brief biography illustrated with pictures that are bold in design
M but are of much poorer quality than are most of Mr. Fisher's work. The
2-3 text is in large print; the style is very simple; the treatment is quite well
balanced, with a bit more stress on the PT-109 rescue than on other events
in President Kennedy's life. A vocabulary list is appended.
Smith, N. D. Winston Churchill. Roy, 1964. 108p. illus. $3.95.
A serious and straightforward biography of Churchill, written before his
Ad death, with a text topically organized and liberally illustrated with
8- photographs and with some reproduced cartoons. The quite small print
is a handicap; most of the titles cited in the reading list are British; an
index is appended.
Sutton, Ann. Journey Into Ice; John Franklin and the Northwest Passage; by
Ann and Myron Sutton; illus. with photographs and maps. Rand McNally,
1965. 268p. $4.50.
An impressive biography of Sir John Franklin, carefully researched
R and restrained in tone although dramatic in content. Serving with Nelson
7-10 at the age of fifteen, Franklin had a long, diverse, romantic life as a naval
officer and an explorer. His years of military service, of being on the first
ship to sail around the Australian continent, of exploration in Canada,
and of governing Tasmania are fittingly capped by the last expedition
from which he never returned, the expedition to find the Northwest Pas-
sage. The authors tend, in the early part of the book, to depend too much
on such phrases as "What a reception he must have received!" or "And
if that is true, the conversation might have gone something like this . .."
This device is not used throughout the book, however, and the writing
style is straightforward, objective, and sparingly fictionalized on the
whole. A list of suggestions for further reading and an extensive index
are appended.
White, Nancy Bean. Meet John F. Kennedy. Random House, 1965. 86p. illus.
(Step-Up Books) $1.95.
An adequate biography, plentifully illustrated with photographs; the
Ad text is somewhat loosely organized and simply written. The coverage
3-4 is more extensive than it is in the Shapp, Frisbee, and Martin biographies,
also reviewed in this issue. The text begins with a description of Presi-
dent Kennedy's assassination, a harsh but dramatic opening; the writing
style is weakened by an occasional irrelevancy and by fairly frequent
flowery phrases.
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Woolley, Catherine. I Like Trains; pictures by George Fonseca. Harper, 1965. 39p.
Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.57 net.
Based on the 1944 edition and very much improved. The illustrations
R are clearer, the print never being superimposed (as it is on some pages of
1-2 the first edition) on illustrative material. The text has been somewhat re-
arranged, considerably expanded, and has had obsolescences removed. A
simply written book on a topic of perennial appeal.
Wrightson, Patricia. Down to Earth; illus. by Margaret Horder. Harcourt, 1965.
222p. $3.75.
A science fiction story in realistic context, set in Sydney, Australia-al-
Ad though the locale is of comparatively little importance. A group of chil-
5-7 dren meet a strange waif living in a deserted cottage; the boy claims to be
a spaceman and is promptly and jeeringly dubbed Martin the Martian.
However, Martin turns out to be a Martian indeed; the others feel protec-
tive and try to keep him hidden. Martin, visiting the planet on vacation, is
picked up by the authorities and rescued by his friends just in time to
make his scheduled return flight. The characterization is good, the plot is
well conceived and not too involved, and the pace of the book is stately;
the ending seems a little inconclusive.
Wyckoff, Charlotte Chandler. Kumar; illus. by Robin Jacques. Norton, 1965. 192p.
Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.28 net.
A story set in a small village in India in the years before independence.
Ad When Kumar's father died, he had to leave Madras and go with his mother
6-8 and sister to their uncle's home in a rural area. The school proved to be
good, but other aspects of village life were not pleasant: the food shortage,
the superstitions, the local customs, the rigid barriers of the caste system.
The background is interesting, the characters and the events are plausible,
and the book gives a good picture of the changes in Indian life today. The
story is weakened by frequent long, almost ponderous passages, and by a
telescoping of events at the close of the book, when independence has
been attained.
Yamaguchi, Tohr. Two Crabs and the Moonlight; illus. by Marianne Yamaguchi.
Holt, 1965. 27p. Trade ed. $3; Library ed. $2.96 net.
A fanciful story, delicately told, of the love between mother and child.
R The quiet mood of the story is sustained by the black and white illustra-
K-3 tions; the writing style is restrained, the concepts imaginative. A small
river crab offers to sacrifice himself if the moon will rescue his mother,
caught in a fish net; he agrees to give up his eyes-his shell-his pincers.
Mother protests and offers her own; the moon tells them that she only
wished to test their bravery. They accept the moon's invitation to live in
safety in a brook on the moon, and there they are yet.
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